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Canonical Expansions for the Equations of Curves 

It is well known that the equation or any plana curve mny be ex-

pressed in the form of a development in a power series in the neighbor-

hood ot a point, by the use of Taylor's expansion. The values of the 

coefficients in the series depend upon the relation of the coordinate 

system to the curve. ~t is the purpose of this paper to establish n 

coordinate system that will simplify the equation of the curve, by 

making as many or the coefficients as possible equal to zero or simple 

·constants~ Tho co'rresponding problem for apace curves will nlno be 

studied. 

· This problem has been investigated from the standpoint of Projec-
. ' 

tive Differential Geometry for both plane and space curves by sovorul 
• (1) . 

men. Wilczynski has studied the problem from this standpoint, nnd 
(~l 

Stouffer has obtained similar canonical developments, and rd the samo 

time simplified the methods.or Wilczynski. 
' (j) (.v). 
Sa~mia and Halpen have also 

solved the problem for both plane and apace curves. This ia essentio.lly 

a problem of Differential Geometry, but it is the purpose or this p:·.per 

to study it without the use of differential equations. 



Io Plane Curves 

Let y ::;.f(x) be any plune curve• and (~~o) be any general 

point on the curve. Let x, y represent projective non-homogeneous 

coordinates, and x,, x.z, xj the corresponding. projective homogeneous 

coordinates with ..,, x ·;. ~ y /v /'- = . .% x, J / :::: l"\j//11 • 

The function t{x) ·may be developed in a power series in (x-x 0 ) 

by theusa of Taylor's, expansion. Thus 

(1) 

where 

' . . z 7:::. a. -r r£,(x~x.) -r ~,(x-x.) t- ••• 

Cl.o ~ f [ 'Xo) 

a,:. P'cro) , 
a.:i ; P''rx)/.z (.J 

In this pa.par we shall usa the same letters a,, a.?, a...}, •••. for 

the coefficients or x, x:z., X.Jt••• respectively, but the coefficionta 

will take on new values whenever a transfornntion of the coordinnto 

system is mde. 

In the projective homogeneous coordinate system we hnve ri trinngle 

of reference with vertices (1, o, ___ o), (O, 1, O), (O, o, 1) 1 which may 

be fixed in any position with reference to the curve. Suppose tho 

vertex (1, o, 0) is placed at the point (x0 ,Yo)• Then.since the func-

tion is being dev~loped about the point x0::0, Y0 -==O, we have ~(x0 )=0. 

Therefore a~~o and the series becomes 

(1 J z -" a, x -r a2 x -r a_, x --r . , • 

where a,, a 2 , a.J•••• have new values determined by the eondiifon 

placed upon the coordinate system. 



The vertex (1, o, 0) has been pl~eed at the point {x0 .Yo), but 

this does not determine in any wny the position of either of the othor 

vertices of tho tri.anglo or reference~ ~Let us. make the line x.i= 0 

tarigent to the e~ri'e at-, th~' point '(1. O, O)~. Th~ curve ~nd tho line 

tdll have' first order iJr) c6ntact, 'and X 2 must 'be a' factor or the aqua-
' -

ti on 

Therafo.re ~,-= O , a?ld. the equation o~ .. tho plane curve in reduced to 

the form 

where again a..,, aJ, a,,,".•• have nmv values. It is evident thnt if 

a~::: 0 ., the plane curve nnd the linG x3=0 would have second order or 
contact. We should then have a point of inflection at (1, o, O), 

and our point would not be a general point on the curve. Therefore 

we assume in all future equations that ~-=f:.o. 
~ f. ' ' • 

In order to loente further the triangle of reference let us ob-

ta.in the equation or the conic osculating tho curve at the point 

(1, o, 0). The. general equation of any conic hna the form 

Since a conic io determined bi ti ve points, the confo and the pln.no 

curve will have order or contnot four. Therefore we lot tho value or 
y in (3) ba substituted for y in equation ( 4}, and mnke ..s-x a 

factor of the equation. Wo then find the followin~ vulueG for tho 

coofficienta of oquation (4); 



fl-;: ~Eaz 
8:: E (a3~/11/-a~/a;) . 
C : - E a.7/ti4 

.D=- F= O 

The equation of the osculating conic therefore becomes 

_· ~2"' x: ";1..z, t (aJ?.-a "a :z. J / z._ tl3 a:z.,_ >C/ ta.'} J = tJ 

or expressed in homogeneous coordinates 

(S} 

The polar of the point (o, 1, o) with respect to tho conic (5) is 

- 2 a: X 2. - a.3 ~ = o 

Dut let us make this the line xz=-O. We then must hnva a;i= o, and the 

equation of the conic now becornGs 

Let us now choose the vertex (o, o, 1) on the conic, and it is evident 

that 

Therefore we h~vc a~=O and the equntion of the plane curve is now 

reduced to 

where a.a before a.zt as-, a~,... have new valuoo. 

The line x2 =0 is the polar of the point (0 1 1, O), but thoir 

positions have not yet been fixed. In ordor to do this wo must obtain 

another curve. Since wo have used tho tangent line and the osculating 

3 -



conic, the next simplest curve which wo have is the cubic. Lat un 

find the cubic which has a double point at (1, o, O} m d highest pos-

sible order of contact with the plane curve. The general equation ror 

such a. cubic is 

(?) 

Since we have.seven coeffieionts to determine we may put aavan condi-

tions on our equation. Let us substitute the value or y in oquation 

(6) tor y in (7)• and mke x? a factor of the equntion. We thon 

find the fellowing values for tl1e. coefficients in aquntion (7). 

R:::-- &a:t , 
8-::. -Cas/4: 
C. = Ga"/tls , 
D~· E-=. ti= 0 , 

F = _ G a,/a:1. Cl.s- • 

and tho equation or the osculating nodal cubic becomes 

or in homogeneous coordinates 

Mow let us make the line xz.=O the second tangent to'tho cubic 

at the point (1, o, 0). Substituting thia in equation {8) we hnve 

~-or in homogeneous coordinates 
/\ ' 

Since tho nodal cubic and the line have orderof contact two, x 1 must 



be a factor of the above equation~ We have therefore -a~ a~=Ot and 

since 'a.
2
-::j: O• a, '::::.O~ The· equation or the plc.na· curve now has been re-

duced to tli~· form · 

where again a 4 , a...r, a.7 t••• have new values. 

All the vertices or the triangle of reference are now fixed.. The 

verlex (1, O~ 0) is 'hny gerieral point (~~Yo) of the '.plane curve. .. 

The line i)=·o is ~ cotnmon ttingent to the plane mirve ancl' tho nod~l 

cubic,: and the· line , ~ =0 ls ·tho second ta.nge~t to tho nodal cubic at 

the poi.nt (i~· 0~· O) •· The vertex (O, o, i} ia the point where· the 

line x.z.=O cuts the osculating conic, and tho vertex (O, 1, 0) is 

the pole of this s~me lina. Since the lino xz=O is fixed, the var-

tiees (O, o, 1) and (o, 1 1 0) ·a.re also fixed. 

Let us now determine a. unit point and tlrn coordin~1te system will, 

be established. Tho most general traunformation which does not disturb 
., 

tho trianglo or reference ls of the forlll 

where" k, and k :i are constants. Substituting thes~ values for y ~ 

x in equation ( 6) we find 

(lo) , 

where a.~ alld a·;_ ·are the new coefficients or· x ,,_ and .r x· · respec-

tivaly in the equation or the plane curve. Solving for k, nnd k ~ 

we have 
J,_ ___ _ 

E." Ya~ a;/a; ti.$" 



where I 
€ represents one of the cube roots of unity. We may give a.a 

and a; any values we please except zero, and it is evident thn.t we 

hnve three values .for k", and k .i for~ every value· or I · I a .t and a, • 

We have r •. lrendy shown that a,:=/= 0, and a '.s- must be different from 

zero or the nodal cubic dsgen~ratas. If we substitute any or the 

three values for k, and k .t in eq:ua.tiona (10) we obtain the values 

we want for 1' d . I a .l an as_ • Let tis first choose k' , and k ;( ·such 

that a; ::.1, aml the equation of our conic becomes' ·l 

-x: -r x, 1(3 ::: 0 

It is now evident that the point (1, l, l} ·15 on tha conic. 

In order to determine wlm i is tho best value to choose for 

let us find the equation of the second line through (o, 1, O) which 

is tangent to the nodal cubic. Any line th~ough . (0,,.1, 0) is 

x
3 

., J(, x; ::.0. Solvin~ this .with the ainiplifiad equntion of tho nodnl 

cubic: 
' :J I .J ' - x2. - a.s A3 .,.. x, K.t. .(, ~ 0 I 

we have 
3 ·' .3 /( 'l.. - X 2 -r a~ JI x, - X, Y2 :: a , 

or in ~omogenaous coordinates. 
3 I J 

X -r I( x - as- K' = o 

This la of the form x.rrpXTq=O, and since YJe want two 'values of ·x to 

be equal we must have 

Thereto re 



where E is again one of the cube roots of unity, and the equation of 

the tangent line is 

(It} X"-E.~ X,j.J~:: o. 

Let us choose a~ such that the point (1, 1, 1) will ba on this. tan-

gent line. The solutions for k, and k ;z. showed us thnt wa have 

three choices for both k , and k ,';L for every value or a: ~nd _a; • 

This 111eans that there will, be. three lines tangent to the eubie,. from 

t,his point, -one of the li~as being real and the other two imaginary. 

Theae three values for k , and k 2 , howover,. · always give ua tho same . ' . 

va.lues for a; and a;;. , so our canonical expansion is not err~ctad. 

Letting .. X
3
= x, ::.l ·in equation {11) we see that a;= E.'2 fi/9 where 

€..' = !:. l. Therefore if we choose k, and k~ such ~ a)=c.t5/ft· 

our unit point is at the point where the second tangent line to the 

nodal cubic through the vertex . (O, 1, 0) cuts the conic. We now 

have two choices tor our unit· point depandin3 upon the sign of ~, t 

and the equation of plane curve is of the form 

where a.,, a,,... ago.in have new vv.lues and contain e. ~ 

Another.way to determine the unit point is to choose k, and k~ 

in (10) such thnt a 2 ' =l and a; =l. It is evident thnt the unit 

point is again on the conic, but not at the same point as in the above 

work. , If a;. = 1 tha equation or the second line tangent to the 

nodal cu·bic through (o, 1, 0) is seen from (ll} to be 

..J x.i ::: € x I ,-;;-

where again ~ equals one of the cube roots of unity. We have now 



determined three lines through (O, 1, O), and tho unit polnt (1, 1, l) 

determines a fourth line, x.,- x 3 ::: O, through (O, l, 0). Tho four 

lines a.re 
x, - X'.l::: 0 

X'3 ::: 0 

:r .::: 0 
I J 

..J X3 :: E. X', ~ 

These four ·lines cut the line x.2 =- 0 in four ·noints. Expressed in non-

homogeneous coordinates these points are (O, 1), (o, O), {o,oo)j 

{o,eV'r"/s) respectively. Now let us find the double ratio of (ABC D) 

where A:: E. Y-¥73 , B -=-1, C = O, D::: °'°• The numerical value of (A B C D) 

µ, E. Yo/.3 • This determines our unit point, for in the double ratio 

(A B C D) ::ff/f/ 3, three of the points, A, c, nnd D, are fixed, thori:~-

fore the fourth is also determined. We have three choices for our 

unit point depending upon the value of € . • Two of these nre imaginary 

and one real. The equation of' our general pl.a.no curve now becomes 

where a.
7

, as-,... have new values and contain t. • 

§.--



Let y ~ f,(x) 
s=f:l(x} 

II• Space Curves. 

be any space curve, and (x.,;r;,,z 0 ). a.ny general point on tha curve. As 

in the previous work let X; y, z represent projective non-homogene• 

ous coordinates, and x, • x 2 , x_,, x~ the corresponding projective 

homogeneous coordinates with l(:: X:1../K, · / ~:: X3/X',' · 1 c =- ,.r9'/,Y, . 

The functions· £,( x ) and f~(x) . may,be developed in a power 

aeries iil· (.x • x0 ) by ·Taylor's· expansion, and wa have 

! =- tL0 -t- a, 1(x~Xo) ,-,. 0:1. (X-... )(,,) f. , ; ~ .1 " 

where. 
a o ~ f. ( Xo} 1 

a.,,:: F.·~ cxa) , 
.Cl2.:: P:' (Xo)/.< ~ 1 . . .) 

I I I ~ 

-fa:: ~ (,r~) 
'-!.':; &. f (.to/ I , 

~:l. .~ p:J. >t ((o!/2. ! J 

,; ... , . 

As before we shall use a;., a~ , a3,. ... . and b, , b ~, b.,,... as tho 

coefficients ot .x, x \ x ...;>•.. respectively, throughout the paper, but 
. 

the coefficients will take on new values whenever a transformation is 

·made. 

In Projective Geometry tha·coordinate system i~ space is estab-

lished by means of a tetrahedron of reference with vertices (1, o, o,o), 
(O, l, o, O), {O, O~ 1, O), (O, o, O, 1), which may be pluced in any 

position with relation to the curve. Let un place the vortex (1,0,0,0) 

at the point (x0,y.,z 0 ). Then since the functions nre bein~ developed 

about the point XO::. o, Yo= o, Zu == o, we have r, (x.) =·o, r ~ (xJ = o, 
and the equations ot the space curve become 



(?.J 
'Z .f 1= .a; x+ a:1. x t-0.3x -t • , , / 

~ =- ~ X -t-~ Xzi~~-t" ' 

where a,' a.i, 8.3t••• and b,. b~· b3,.... take on' new' vuluos. 

Although we have th.a vertex . (1, o, o, 0) on any general point 
, . ' 

of the space curve, this in no way determines the position or the other 

three vertices. Suppose we nr.~ka tho line x.3'.::::0, x"-:: 0 tangent to the 

space curve. In non-homogeneous coordinates the equations x.3 = _o, · 
x~ =. Q. become y =0, z::; o, and x 2. must bo a factor or the equations 

~ ' ' s 
0 :::. a I .r t- C(z x f- Ci3 x 7- I I I I 

(3) 
I I I 

Therefore ·a,::. 0 and b, = o. l.loraover let 'US nnko. ~he plane z:. O 

osculatetha·curve at the point (1; o, o, o). 3 Then .x munt ba a· 

factor ot the second -equation of ( 3), and thereforo bz.::. 0. The equa-

tions of tha space curve are now ~educed to tho form_ 

(II./ 
:2. ' .] . 'I 7 = a :i x -r a 3 x -r a~ x 1 •. • _· 

z "::: ~ )("~ --1-4 % '{ -{---t x.!,--J- I I I 

Following somewhat the IIJ)thoda used,in the study of the plnna curve, 

let us find .the space cubic which 'osculates the spa.ca cuMTe at the point 

(l, o, o,. O). The parametric representation ~r tho ge,noral space cubic 

is 

{SJ 



The plane x""=-0 osculates the cubic at (l, o, o, O), therefore 
/I I . 

· A 0 :::. A 4 = B~= o. Also the 11na x3 = o, x = 0 is tangent to the 
.!./ 

cubic at the point (1, O, O, O), therefore A:'= A.3 = O. Let us 

·such ·that for · t::: 0 · we· ho.v~ the· poiJ!t 
~ ~ ~ I.: e. ,., 

' all .,the aqua.tio~S;- by k, and then our new · Ao aqua.ls unity. . If we ra- . 

place .A:zt. by,. t' our new A~- also e_quals uni.ty. ·The osculating 
' '. 

cu.bic meets .the plane. x .?=O in three points, two of them a.re at the 

vertex · (l, o, 0 1 o), but we have not found the third. point yet. When · 

x 3 .::- o we have 
D t.2. ..;.$ 

0 3 f C3 l... := 0 1 

L3,( 4 1 c,,t.}::: o , 

t~-~/C:a 

Tha point t :: - ~/C3 is therefore th.a other point. of inter:section of . 

the cubic with the plane X 3 = o. There is some point on tho cubic 

where t.:: o0. Let the parameter t be such thn.t the points t = 00 

and t = - ~/Cs cdncida. We then must have CJ =-0. 

The parametric representation of the cubic has now baen reduced to 

x, = I -t A, i: t- B, t.. :t-r C, t. J , 
Xa. ~ t t-l32.. t<:r C~ t..}> 

x.J :: 4 t <.. , 

v /'J 't.). 
"'"i' :: '-y 

To simplify this cubic still further let us ;>ut the vertex (0,0,0,1) 

on the point of the cubic where t. ~ oo, which. b also. the third point 

of intersection of the cubic with the plane x3 = 0 • Replrtcing t by 



?(, )( 1- X; x., 
I -rA,tt-b;t~ tt B~ t 1- B, t. z ct./ 4' =o 

/I, -t:J.~c / ./:2. 8.t. t .<. ~t SC t.:z. , 
~ /3, 2...13.2.. :I.~ (, c.~t 

which becomes by expansion 

--~ (b) X, (i.8~C.11t)~ Xz (.' ~C.,,t}.tA,B.,C~ tJ+"3[6C"tt-(!l:1.C116:i(A,~c,-R,cJtJ-~ (zn~~t}-o. 

Let us now find the oaculnting plane at the point t = oo • Making the 

aubsti tution :t:: 1/~', nnd le·tting t' ·approach zoro, wo seo that the 

osculating plane at ~his point.is 

Let us make this the plane x, ::.0, and we seo tho.t B,::: A,:::: o,. for if 

either B3 ::; o, or O"I~ 0 the cubic degenerates. 

Let us also choose the line ·X, = 0, X.i = O tangent to the cubic 

at (O, o, O, l). Then since at this point t ::oa, it is ea.oily aeon 

that D2 ,== O. The para.metric repr'eaentation of our ·cubic is now re-

duced to 

X2.: C, 
XJ ~ Bat2, 
X'~ ::- e"'t.J .· 

12 -



Vie, hc-ive ·not yet determin~d the value of the c~efi'icients or the 

osculating spa.ca cubic with relation to the space curve~ Since a space 

cubic is.datermtnad by six points, the ·canonical expansion for the equa-

tion o'i the ·cubic osculating the spaca curve at the· point (1, o, o, O} 

must agree with the equation of the. space curve up to und i'ncluding the 

fifth powers of x. From the parametric equations "{7), it is oasy to 

find the equations for x, y, and z in non~homogeneous coordinutos: 

.x. = x.l Ix, ·~ t .1 

;;'- = ¥"/4, = 8_, t : 

~ ':; -;r'7/ ;r, = ('9 t.) .. 

Eliminating the parameter t we have the equations of the osculating 

cubic in the form 

·7~= ~x', 
J 

~ = c'-1 ,r 
. ' 

Since these equations ·must agree with ·the equa.tioris of the spa co .curva 

up to and including the 'firth powers of Xt we see by comparing them 

with equations (4) that 

Our cubic, therefore, becomes 

(f! 
x_, ::iit 2~ 
X~:::~e. 

or l 

(rJ r a,x; 
~ ~x. 



and the equations of the space curve are 

Oo} 
, 

(SJ 
A theorem duo to Halpen strrtes that if' two space curves hnvo con-

tact. of order' n at a point P, there exists a unique plan&, called 

the principal -plane which passes through the common tangent, and which 

has the properly that the cones projecting the curves from any point.O 

of this plana huve contact of at least order · n -t.-1--· along the line PO. 

Let us find tho principal plu.na of our general space curve and the os-

culating space cubic. Usingjhe method-given in a paper, "On the Con-
(fir . . 

tqet or Sp..'lCS Curves" by Stouffer, let us mak'e a transformation of 

coordim:tas which shall imtolve changing the .fourth yertex (O, O,O,l) 

·or tho .homogeneous coordinate systom to a point whose coordinates a.re 

(a'• b', c ', 1), where a~ b: e: aro constants whose value_ a may be :.is.:J~gnod 

arbitrarily. This transformation is expressed in terms or the non-

homogeneous coordinates by the equations 

~ = (x----t':r.) /<1- a'~)~ 

V !} -;! = fj- c'-zJ/V- a.'e), 

~ = :c / C1 - a 1?:) . 

Let us a:ubsti tute equation ( 10} ,in·to the second equn ti on ·or ( 11). · \Va 
. . . 

hnva aqua.tad. the eoofficients of the cubic and the spa.'ca curve up to 

and inoludi11g. tho fifth· powers of x~ tharcfora wo nra interested in 

tha. coefficients of x 6• By the' above substi tutio11 we see thnt the 

coefficient or x'" in ·our n&w equation is (a~ .... c:,lt. ·-a/ e ·~/). 
Substituting·.equationa (9)° into the second equation ·or (11) wa see 



that the coefficient or x6 in this new e~uation is. -aJri b~. 

Tharofore,sinoe the new equations have order or contact six, our equa-

tions muat agre~ up to and.including the sixth powers of x. Therefore, 

~
z ~z. .. 

I ' I I I a, - c ~ - a c 3 = - a c. .] 
I 

Let us make the plan~ X:r· ~ 0 the principal tangent plane, then C '::::o, 
and we must have a.6 ::. O. The equations of the space curve now become 

All the vertices of the tetrahedron of referenc~ are now fixed. 

The vertex (1, O, O, 0) is at (x0 , 10 ,· 1 0 ), any general point or 

the space curve, and the plane x# = 0 osculates the curve nt this 

point •. The line x 3 =01 X 41 =-0 is tangent totbe curve at the vertex 

(11 o, 0 1 0). The plane x.; = 0 is the principal plnne of the space 

curve and the osculating cubic. The vertex (o, o, o, · 1) is the third 

point or intersection of the plane X3 =- 0 and the osculating cubic. 

x,= 0 is the plane that osculates the cubic at the point (O, o, 0 1 1), 
and x,::: o, Xz = 0 is the line tangent to the cubic at the same point. 

The vertex (o, o. 1, 0) is the point where the line x ,-::: o, x2 = O 

cuts the plane x,,, ~ O, and tha ·vertex (O, 1, O, 0) is the point where 

the line x.,~ o, .x1< .:::. 0 intersects the plane x, :::.0. 

In order to establish completely the coordinate system let us now 

determine a unit point• First let us find the equation of the quadric 

through the points (1, O, o. O), (O, 1, O, O), (O, O, lt ·o), e.nd 

having highest order of contact possible with the apace curve· at . 



(1, O, O, O)'. The general equation of any quadric is 

Expressed in homogeneous coordinates (13) becomes 

\Ve have ten constants to determineitherefore we rrJr.t.Y put ten conditions 

on the equation. The quadric goes through the points (1, o, o, o), 
(O, lt O, O), (O~ O, 1, O), so it is easily seen that L =A= B -=O. Let 

us also substitute for y and z in (13) their values gI. van in equa-

tions (12), ·and make x? a., ·factor of the equation. We then have 

E= F= G:: ii= o 

O= -Kd-,/a,_,, 
c:: - k'.t, ;4~) 

I 

and the equation of the quadric becomes 

From (15) we see that ~he·polar plane of the point (O, o, o, l). is 

(16) 

Again let us assume the mast general transformation which does not 

disturb the tetrahedron or reference by choosing 

v::: _;fe:i 2j 
( / I 

where k, , k.%·, nnd k 3 a.ra constants. Substituting theso values for 

x, y, .and z in (12) we see that 

a;= ~.t.~1(/~~ A/= ~,l/uu / ~'-= /r.A',.~., 
are new coefficients in the equations of the 



apaea curvo •. _ As in the study or the plane curvo wa mr:..y choose our con-

. stanta,· k 11 kz; and· Is,, so that a2 ' 1 b; and b~ .will hnv~ nnY'. vnlues 

we desire. Work which follows.shows that it is ~o our advnnt~ge to : 

choose k,; k 2 and ·k.3 such that a~= l, b.3' = 1,. and b,':; 1/z • We have 

than ~:J,/~, = 2 l:,A,'/A J 

.. Af/::: /ihlc I . 

--t!, ::: e ~/.z4. . 

where E io one or the cube roots or unity. It is evident therefore 

that ,,ve have three choices for our unit point. By the lnat trnnsf'orma.-

tion our polar plane becomes 

and it is evident tho:t the unit point ia on the.ti plhne. A cubic intcr-

aacta a plane ·in three poi11ts, so lot .us find tho pointo or interooction 

of our osculating apace cubic and the polar plano. Since v.;:1 nnd 

tha para.metric equations of the oseulatine cubic e.ro 

Q7) B
:: ~. 
;) :: t 
y: :::.t":; 

and ft is evident that this _cubic cuts the polar plane at the points 

t ~\l • Let us choose the point where the cubic cuts the polar plane 

at t:; l as the unit point or our coordina.te ayatom, and the equations 

of the space curve are now 

·where a1 , aS't••. , b 7 , b.r t••• again have .new values,~~ ~-e. 

Let us also find the equation or the conic which is enveloped 



by the totality of the intersections or the osculating planes to the 

bubic. with the plane Xy:::. o. This is called the osculating conic. 

Equation ( 6) is the osculating plane at f;ny point t , but we have 

found that B, =A,= Bz::: O, and B,, == a 2 == l , C""::: b3 -:::::. 1. The equation 

of the intersections of the two planes therefore takes the form 

;Kq :: 0 ,. 

Taking the first derivative we have 

Solving equations (18} and (19) simultaneously for t we find t::.tX_,/X~· 

Substituting this value for t in (13) we have 

L/ x, x.3 - J 1.2..2... ::: o ,, x~ .::: o / 

which is the osculating conic. 

From equation (17) it is evident that the projection of the oscu-

lating cubic on the plane x~:: 0 is 

1.7 x, =: ~Z. I Xtt::: o, 

v1hicl~s a conie of the same form as the osculating conic, but the two 

conics will never intersect except at the points (1, o, o, 0) and (O, o, 1,0). 

From equations (13) the equation of the projection of the general 

spa.ca curve rrom the vertex (O, o, o, 1) on the plane x?-=:. O is seen 

to be 



It is. evident t11at t11e oaoula.tirig conic or this plane. eurve is 
.. :z.. 

"if= x . 
/ • .I 

'2!::::.'.0 

which is also .tho proJe~tioh or' the osc~1l~ting cubic from the vertex 

.(Oi. O, Ot l) "on the plane~ ·.x~:::. o·. Therei~ore, tba· projection of tl1~ 

osoul~ting .. eubie .rrom tho. vertex'~ '.(o,.·o~·~·o·,. l) · · on tha plane x
4

:.. o 
·lies on'.the osculating 'eumc or tl1~ plane curve, which is the projec-

tion of .our~ general apace ourva from. the. aama ~ertex. on the same 

plane; · 
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